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cycle graph theory wikipedia - in graph theory a cycle is a path of edges and vertices wherein a vertex is
reachable from itself there are several different types of cycles principally a closed walk and a simple cycle also e
g an element of the cycle space of the graph if a graph contains no cycles it is referred to as being acyclic,
books in the mathematical sciences - this site is intended as a resource for university students in the
mathematical sciences books are recommended on the basis of readability and other pedagogical value topics
range from number theory to relativity to how to study calculus, set theory union intersection complement
difference - venn diagrams the union intersection difference and complement of sets can be depicted
graphically by means of venn diagrams in a venn diagram the universe u is represented by points within a
rectangle and sets a b c etc are represented by points inside circles within the rectangle, schaum s outline of
linear algebra astronomia edu uy - schaum s outlines linear algebra fourth edition seymour lipschutz ph d
temple university marc lars lipson ph d university of virginia schaum s outline series, matrix inverse from
wolfram mathworld - where is the identity matrix courant and hilbert 1989 p 10 use the notation to denote the
inverse matrix a square matrix has an inverse iff the determinant lipschutz 1991 p 45 the so called invertible
matrix theorem is major result in linear algebra which associates the existence of a matrix inverse with a number
of other equivalent properties, first semester a theory makaut - course structure for mca 1 first semester a
theory code theory contacts periods week sl no l t p total credits 1 mca101 computer organisation architecture 3
1 4 4, math help algebra basic math operations technical - technical tutoring home site index advanced
books speed arithmetic math index algebra index trig index chemistry index gift shop harry potter dvds videos
books audio cds and cassettes lord of the rings dvds videos books audio cds and cassettes winnie the pooh
dvds videos books audio cds audio cassettes and toys star wars dvds and vhs videos, conjugate transpose
from wolfram mathworld - the symbol where the h stands for hermitian gives official recognition to the fact that
for complex matrices it is almost always the case that the combined operation of taking the transpose and
complex conjugate arises in physical or computation contexts and virtually never the transpose in isolation strang
1988 pp 220 221 the conjugate transpose of a matrix is implemented in the, party acquaintances cut the knot
org - an interesting problem has entered mathematical folklore in the 1950s it was included in the putnam
competition in 1953 and posted in the problem section of the american mathematical monthly in 1958 problem e
1321 martin gardner wrote about it on three different occasions while proving an, how to learn advanced
mathematics without heading to - i am often asked in emails how to go about learning the necessary
mathematics for getting a job in quantitative finance or data science if it isn t possible to head to university this
article is a response to such emails i want to discuss how you can become a mathematical autodidact using
nothing, streamline flow equation of continuity bernoulli s - where v 1 v 2 are respectively the velocities of
the fluid at cross sections a 1 a 2 derivation consider the fluid flow shown in fig 2 where the cross section area at
point 1 is a 1 and at point 2 is a 2 in time t the fluid at point 1 will advance a distance of d 1 v 1 t and a volume of
liquid equal to a 1 d 1 a 1 v 1 t will pass point 1 similarly the volume of fluid passing point, chemistry chemical
equilibrium problems i technical - the finish line is found by adding the start and the change entries in each
column we are assuming the reaction goes forward when we used a x for a and b if we are wrong the reaction
actually goes backwards the only thing that will happen is that x will be negative which is no big deal the entries
on the finish line are the equilibrium concentrations of each component, math1510 financial mathematics i chapter 1 the time value of money interest is the compensation one gets for lending a certain asset for instance
suppose that you put some money on a bank account for a year
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